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What we do
We help you to unlock the potential of your supply chain power.


What we do









	

Overview




We help you to unlock the potential of your supply chain power.





	

Asset maximisation




We analyse your assets, making sure they’re delivering the maximum return.





	

Business growth




Turn your assets into revenue streams. Find innovative ways to reduce costs. We’ll help you maximise space and reduce the impact of change.





	

Future planning




We use experience and insight to drive strategic plans, helping you negotiate business evolution and negotiate risk.





	

Scalable storage




From finding you flexible space when you need it, to developing your optimal network and inventory flows. It’s warehousing the Visku way.





	

Supply chain effectiveness




Align your supply chain to your strategic ambitions. We combine best practice and benchmarking with real operational experience.





	

Supply chain innovation




Future proof your business. We’ll help you assess and implement tech-enabled and automated innovations.
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Warehousing
The space you need, when and where you need it. Added services for more complex needs. Expertise as standard.


Warehousing









	

Overview




The space you need, when and where you need it. Added services for more complex needs. Expertise as standard.





	

Pallet Hotel




Find space now and pay as you need. Fast, easy, self-serve access to storage on demand.





	

Warehouse as a service




Large scale, dedicated warehousing bespoke to you. Set-up and operations handled. No hassle or long term lease.





	

Tailored solutions




For more complex warehousing needs. Find space, unlock efficiencies and spot new opportunities.
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Supply chain consulting
Consulting experts with visionary thinking and practical delivery. Unlocking new opportunities in your supply chain. Ideation. Design. Assess. Plan. Co-ordinate. Deliver. Every level of support at any point in your process.


Supply chain consulting









	

Overview




Consulting experts with visionary thinking and practical delivery. Unlocking new opportunities in your supply chain. Ideation. Design. Assess. Plan. Co-ordinate. Deliver. Every level of support at any point in your process.





	

Physical logistics




Improve or redesign logistics operations to achieve growth and efficiencies.





	

Cost to serve




Market-driven insight and depth analysis for cost to serve impact and opportunities.





	

Automation & mechanisation




Support in evaluation, business case planning, vendor selection and implementation.
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Why Visku?
Imagine a world where everything runs smoothly. Where your true supply chain power is realised, with every promise fulfilled. 
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Overview




Imagine a world where everything runs smoothly. Where your true supply chain power is realised, with every promise fulfilled. 





	

Who we are





	

Our team
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Find pallet storage & commercial warehouse space across the UK.


Where do you need space?


Find space


Please enter a location or postcode








Special limited offer! First month’s storage FREE, including RH&D costs. (t&c’s apply)

 

	Pay As You Need flexibility for seasonal pallet storage.
	Scale quickly and effectively, UK-wide.
	Space for 100 to 50,000 pallets.
	Flexible contracts from 1 week to 5 years.
	Fully-serviced, lower risk.



Where do you need space?


Find space


Please enter a location or postcode
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Warehousing storage on-demand. Sharing and accessing unused pallet storage.

Welcome to Pallet Hotel – self-serve, flexible pallet storage on-demand for warehousing owners, operators, and customers.

Find industrial and commercial warehouse pallet storage solutions from our reliable partner network of warehousing operators aiming to utilise their space fully.

It’s perfect for when you need quick, flexible warehouse pallet storage. Managed and co-ordinated by us, we’re here precisely when you need it.















5m



 sq. ft of space in our network










200+



 partners in multiple warehouse sites










500k+



 pallets under management










2



 days quickest project from initial contact to go-live
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How does Pallet Hotel work?

Search for the storage the situation calls for, wherever in the UK you need it. Pallet Hotel is the fast, easy way to source all your flexible commercial pallet storage space. With Pay as You Need options letting you scale up or down, it’s a valuable emergency service. As well as a longer-term option for more reliable, effective business, and temporary storage as a non-emergency option.

There are no complex contracts, long-term leases or stamp duty to pay. Leaving you with less to worry about and more capital to spend – lowering your risk. Flexing your stock management, Pallet Hotel is built for today’s commercial world.
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Why choose Pallet Hotel?

Thanks to our extensive network of trusted partners, we offer warehouse pallet storage with flexible volumes and durations. Not to mention UK-wide locations. We call it our ‘virtual network’ because it’s agile, with options not necessarily in a single location but multiple locations, with various commercial and industrial storage solutions.

Flexible, cost-efficient warehouse capacity through a hassle-free, transparent, end-to-end service. Relieves pressure. Maintains business continuity. Boosts effectiveness all-round.
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Source the best warehouse pallet storage with our expert advice

Want us to be more hands-on? We can also recommend the best warehouse pallet storage space for renting. Our account managers are industry experts with a wealth of insight. They understand all your challenges, from peak seasonal demands to changing market conditions. 

Let them ease the pressure and do all the heavy lifting – with no fuss.
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Join the Visku Partner Network 


If you have warehousing space to offer, join our fast-growing Visku partner network.



Learn how to quickly and easily fill your space here 
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What are the benefits of on-demand commercial storage facilities?

On-demand commercial storage facilities make things so much easier for your business.

	Larger warehousing network – With Visku’s vast network, finding the very best storage space for your needs is simple.
	Faster shipping – The shipping process becomes streamlined by picking warehouses in the most strategic locations. 
	Maximising warehouse utilisation – We keep warehouses sustainable and profitable by ensuring we’re using all of the capacity available in a useful and effective way. 
	Lower fixed cost – When you only hire out the space you need rather than a whole warehouse, the fixed cost is lower, saving your business money. 
	Reach sustainability goals – On-demand warehousing also increases the sustainability of your business, as multiple businesses share warehouse space rather than each using resources and fuel at individual storage locations. This minimises multiple businesses’ carbon footprints. 
	Supply chain resilience – With on-demand warehousing, you pay for the space as and when needed, so you can be flexible when market disruptions or seasonal changes occur. 
	Supply chain expertise – When you hire a warehouse space, you can benefit from your storage provider’s supply chain expertise and guidance. 
	Focus on what matters – When you outsource warehousing, you have one less thing for your business to manage, letting you focus on what’s important.
	Seamless supply chain management – The process becomes fluid and straightforward when you access all your supply chain needs from a single provider. 
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Where do you need space?

Enter your postcode or location below to find pallet storage near you.




Find space

Please enter a location or postcode

















Pallet Hotel: warehouse pallet storage FAQs





Where is the Pallet Hotel?

We have a network of over 200 storage locations across the UK, so you can be assured there’s a great, pre-inspected, high quality Pallet Hotel location close to where you need to store your pallets.






What are the operational hours?

Each of our Pallet Hotel locations may have slightly different opening hours, but as a minimum you’ll be able to deliver, collect and manage your pallets between 9-5, Monday to Friday. If you need a 24 hour or a 7-day operation, there will be a Pallet Hotel that can help.






Do I need a contract?

Yes, when you’re ready to book storage with the Pallet Hotel, our Visku team will take care of all the paperwork and get your contract ready for you to sign. 






How long do I need to commit for?

We offer a fully flexible service, with no minimum commitment terms! If you know how long you want to store your pallets for at the start of your contract, we can set it up from the get-go, but if you need a little longer at the end, no problem!






Is there a minimum quantity?

There are no minimum quantities with Pallet Hotel, we are a truly flexible storage solution.






What are the pallet types you can accept? 

We accept standard UK and European sized pallets. However, we have other storage options for other pallets so please get in touch to find out how we can help.






What level of insurance do you offer?

All of our partners are fully insured and meet the high standards we set to be a part of the pallet hotel network.






What is flexible pallet storage? 

Flexible pallet storage is the on-demand, flexible usage of pallet warehousing to store goods. It is designed to accommodate the storage needs of many businesses – both within single storage facilities and across a network of warehouses across the country. 

With flexible pallet storage, contracts are adaptable, from 1 week to 5 years. Storage spaces are fully serviced. And between 100 to 50,000 pallets of goods can be stored by a single business across multiple locations.






Why should I choose flexible rented warehouse storage?

There are many reasons why you should choose flexible rented warehouse storage:

	It allows businesses to create a local base from which to distribute goods.
	It can aid businesses temporarily if their current facilities become full.
	Can help businesses navigate disruption and keep customers supplied.


 






Will there be any additional costs?

Absolutely not, you pay per week per pallet, for RH&D and for any other specialist services you have chosen (e.g. container destuffing) there are no hidden charges with Pallet Hotel.  

If your pallets do not meet the presentation standards, for example a broken pallet board, our team will correct the problems, all correction actions have pre-agreed charges, and all issues will be evidenced.






Are there any setup fees?

No, Pallet Hotel doesn’t charge a setup fee.







View all Pallet Hotel FAQs 
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Bis Henderson Consulting has now been brought together with Bis Henderson Space to form our new identity – Visku. 

Bis Henderson Recruitment continues to operate as usual.

bis-hendersonrecruitment.com

You have now been redirected to Visku. (www.visku.com)
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Bis Henderson Space and Bis Henderson Consulting have now been brought together to form our new identity – Visku. Bis Henderson Group will no longer be used as a brand name.

Bis Henderson Recruitment continues to operate as usual.

bis-hendersonrecruitment.com

You have now been redirected to Visku. (www.visku.com)
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Receive the latest news, insights and research papers from Visku


Sign up
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Visku is the trading name of Visku Solutions Limited. Registered number 07721945.
21-25 Appleby Lodge Way, Park Farm West, Wellingborough, NN8 6BT.

Site design by Studio North
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Contact us today

Request a call back and we’ll get back to you shortly.
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Call+44 1604 876 354
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